The diocotron instability in nonrelativistic annular electron beams has long been utilized for the generation of microwaves in the 1 2 crossed field magnetron. ' Allowed to evolve to a nonlinear state, 3 4 the instability can disrupt the beam by causing filamentation. ' The recent interest in areas employing intense annular relativistic electron beams, such as free electron lasers, multi-gapped accelerators, and the Anomalous Intense Driver fusion concept, makes it particularly important to understand the diocotron instability in the relativistic regime.
The present analysis of the instability provides a means of determining constraints necessary for propagation of these beams down long conducting drift tubes and for evaluating the feasibility of using intense relativistic beams for high-power microwave generation. that in order to obtain the lab frame quantities it is necessary to know u) as a function of k in the beam frame. Therefore, much of the present analysis concerns the extension of the beam frame problem to include finite k.
The electron beam is assumed to be initially in an azimuthally symmetric equilibrium inside a conducting drift tube of radius d as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) .
A large externally applied axial magnetic field is required for equilibrium. In the beam frame the only equilibrium motion of the electrons is an Exg rotational drift induced by the applied magnetic field B and the radial electric self-field E of the z r 
which propagates on the outside surface of the beam. The wave energy-E of these modes is a E = ^ I r dr {E «aGue )/9u> • E} (4) where e is the real part of the dielectric tensor. From this expres«r r sion, it is easy to show that the inside surface wave has positive energy and the outside surface wave has negative energy.
The dispersion diagram for these modes along with the k=0 diocotron dispersion diagram is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Equation (6) " , Sb
The prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. The subscripts a, b, and d denote evaluation of x and z at r = a, b, and d, respectively. A numerical evaluation of this dispersion relation exhibits the finite bandwidth in k discussed earlier, and it is found that AK scales as 1/n and is bounded by AK<2£/I").
The dispersion relation given in Eq. (7) is for the beam frame.
To obtain the dispersion relation in the lab frame, the converse relation of Eqs.
(1) can be used to express Eq. (7) in terms of the lab frame quantities. In dimensionless variables this Lorentz transforma-2 -1 tion is fi=y (A^-K^ ßy c/tüja) and K=Y(i<£-ß £ ßy Wja/c), where ß=v/c.
The effect of this transformation is to shift the band of unstable modes to larger K values and to cause an asymmetry of the spectrum about the most unstable mode.
The most unstable mode in the beam frame is the k=0 mode. This is true because the damping term in Eq. (3) vanishes.
Also, it can be argued that the frequency of the k=0 mode is either a maximum or minimum because in the beam frame there is no preferred z-direction and the dispersion relation must, therefore, be an even function of k.
Equation (1) shows that if the most unstable mode occurs at 1^=0, it must occur at k p^0 . An approximate expression for u) and k of the most unstable mode in the lab frame can be found by expanding Eqs. (1) Because the diocotron mode frequencies are proportional to the beam density, another factor of 1/y enters; i.e., the most unstable mode in the lab frame 2 occurs for k_=Re(u) )ß/c and u) =3te(u) )+iIm(w )/y where u) denotes the diocotron mode frequency of Levy's quadratic dispersion relation evaluated using the lab frame density. These equations suggest that as 2 far as propagation is concerned the instability rapidly (« 1/y ) becomes less of a problem as the beam energy is increased.
Furthermore, because the scaling of the real part of the frequency is not degraded by increasing y, high frequency microwave generation using intense high energy beams appears to be possible.
It should be noted that the relativistic, finite k analysis presented here expands the parameter space of the diocotron instability problem.
In addition to the mode number £ and the geometrical factors b/a and d/a, new parameters now include K, y, r| and u> d a/c. The range of K for unstable waves, as mentioned earlier, is determined by r\. The parameter u),a/c, which was introduced by requiring (k,iw) to be a four-vector, is a measure of how strongly the relativistic effects modify the characteristics of the instability. A complete parameter study is too involved to be presented in a letter and will be presented elsewhere along with the results of particle-in-cell simulations of the diocotron instability. 
